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UPR Stainless Steel Rear Bumper Letter Insert Installation 
 

1) Match up each stainless steel letter to each adhesive letter, laying the letters white protective 
covering side down.   

2) Take adhesive backing one at a time, peeling off only the side you are going to apply to the 
back of the UPR SS letter. Slowly line up the adhesive starting at the bottom left corner of each 
letter. 

3) Once the adhesive is fully lined up and applied, gently slide your finger across the complete 
surface of the adhesive to give it maximum contact and adhesion. Be sure to leave the backing 
paper on the side of the adhesive that is going to be applied to the car. 

4) Thoroughly clean the rear bumper surface to avoid imperfections and prevent peeling as a 
clean and dry surface will never let the UPR SS letters peel or fall off for years of great 
adhesion. This is a Permanent OEM adhesive backing that is used by Ford, Chevy etc. on all 
factory moldings and trim applications. 

5) Clean the surface of the bumper with detergent soap like dawn to remove any wax/dirt from 
the recessed areas in the bumper. Once clean we recommend using rubbing alcohol as a final 
prep as it dries fast.  

6) Wipe the area down with a micro fiber cloth when finished. 
7) Start from the driver side rear of the car remove the paper backing from the adhesive on the 

first UPR SS letter on the paper towel. Then slowly align the letter, looking closely from all sides 
to ensure proper alignment. Lightly press the letter into place. 

8) Repeat this step until finished with all your UPR SS Inserts. 
9) Remove white protective covering from letters. Clean any residue off letters using WD-40. 

 

(No Warranty on improper installation or handling as all letters and adhesive are checked before 

shipping and will require a verbal RMA) 

 

WARNING: It is strongly recommended that you DO NOT use automated car washes after installing 
these letters. Letters can be torn off under certain conditions.  
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